Hugs For Sisters: Stories, Sayings, And Scriptures To Encourage And Inspire
The bond between sisters is like no other. It is a deeply shared sense of love, loyalty, and devotion that is uniquely shared by sisters alone. A sister is there when you hurt, and she’s there to share your joy. Sisters share secrets, sorrow, celebrations, and successes. Many relationships come and go, but sisters are sisters forever. The pages of this book are filled with warm hugs that tell your sister just how special she is. In this beautiful gift book for sisters, Philis Boultinghouse shares heartwarming stories of sisters whose love and commitment to each other saw them through life’s challenges and joys, along with inspirational messages that speak directly to a sister’s heart. You’ll also find personalized scriptures by LeAnn Weiss and uplifting quotes about sisterly love. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

**Synopsis**

The bond between sisters is like no other. It is a deeply shared sense of love, loyalty, and devotion that is uniquely shared by sisters alone. A sister is there when you hurt, and she’s there to share your joy. Sisters share secrets, sorrow, celebrations, and successes. Many relationships come and go, but sisters are sisters forever. The pages of this book are filled with warm hugs that tell your sister just how special she is. In this beautiful gift book for sisters, Philis Boultinghouse shares heartwarming stories of sisters whose love and commitment to each other saw them through life’s challenges and joys, along with inspirational messages that speak directly to a sister’s heart. You’ll also find personalized scriptures by LeAnn Weiss and uplifting quotes about sisterly love. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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**Customer Reviews**

ABBY ANGERS Hugs for Sisters is a great book to read and an awesome gift for a sister or someone you feel very close to. It touches on issues that you and your sister will be able to relate to in one way or another. It also gives wonderful quotes from the Bible and lots of different people.

When reading this you will be reminded of how lucky you are to have people you can share your problems, and truly value it instead of take advantage of it. The book is great for people of all ages.

The author, Philis Boultinghouse’s style is very descriptive and allows you to paint a clear picture of what is taking place. The description also makes the book easier to read and understand. The use of onomatopoeia helps to make the story so realistic and actual. The foreshadowing helps to make you curious and want to continue reading. For example, when Sarah was talking about how much
She love her blanket and could not do anything without it, and then she lost it. It made you want to keep reading, because you knew that something was going to happen. If she lost the blanket that she brought everywhere even after she was married. Also the authors use of symbolism helps keep the story interesting and more exciting. It helps to keep you thinking and explore what the author is actually trying to say, rather than just reading the book for what it simply tells you. The overall message the book is giving off is that you can always share your secrets with your sister. They are not there to judge you, but only to help you make the right decisions and support you through it all. Hugs for Sisters makes you truly thankful for the family God gave you, and makes you want to run and tell them all how thankful you are for them.

I love the HUGS series and I so love my sister. She read it and called me immediately so let me know that it truly helped her and greatly appreciated.

This is a great little book for anyone who is close to their sister. It was a nice "feel good" book.

This is a wonderful book, truly inspirational and a GREAT gift to give to your sister or someone you consider to be your sister! It is a book full of inspirational quotes, scripture and plain "sisterly writing" It shares stories about sisters. I’ve purchased 4 copies for my best friend as well as one for myself. Hugs for Sisters is also just another book in the "chain" there a Hugs for Friends, Hugs for Parents and MANY more, all make GREAT little gifts for the special someone whether it be their birthday or a Christmas gift, or just "because" gift, it’s a wonderful book!
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